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ADMINISTRATION OF NATIONAL PARK 
AND NATURAL RESERVE OF ŠUMAVA 

 
 
 
 

 

Vimperk on 15th April 2013 

Ref.: SZ NPS 02303/2013/11 – NPS 02813/2013 
 

 

MEASURE OF GENERAL APPLICATION No. 1/2013 
 

The Administration of the Šumava National Park, acting as competent body for environmental protection in 
compliance with § 75, par. 1 subsection e) of the Czech National Assembly Act No. 114/1992 Col on protection 
of nature and landscape, as amended (hereinafter only "ZOPK"), executing public administration in protection of 
nature and landscape on the territory of the national park, in compliance with § 78 par. 1 and 2 subsection c) 
ZOPK, issues in compliance with § 19 par. 2 ZOPK, in compliance with stipulation of § 171 and following of the 
Act No. 500/2004 Col., Administrative Procedure Code, as amended (hereinafter "Administration Code"), 

 

Visitors Code 
of the Šumava National Park 

 

 

Art. 1 

Subject matter of the regulation 

1) The Administration of Šumava National Park by this Measure of General Application No. 1/2013, 
issued under ref. SZ NPS 02303/2013/11 – NPS 02813/2013 and announced by public notice of 15 April 

2013 (hereinafter only "Measure of General Application") issues the Visitors Code of the Šumava National 
Park (hereinafter only "Visitors Code"). 

2) The Visitors Code stipulates conditions for tourist, sporting and recreational activities of persons on the 
territory of the Šumava National Park (hereinafter only "the National Park"), including areas reserved for 
certain activities, which are prohibited by the § 16 ZOPK outside of these areas1). This reservation may be 
linked to fulfillment of time or other conditions, further specified in this Measure of General Application. 

3) The Visitors Code applies to all persons, which stay or perform activities on the territory of the National 
Park, unless specified otherwise below. 

 

 

Art. 2 

General Provisions 

1) Prohibited activities on the territory of the National Park are stipulated by ZOPK in § 16 "Basic protective 
conditions of national parks". Other prohibited activities of persons are stipulated by special directives2). List 
of the prohibited activities is available at places mentioned in Article 10 of this Measure of General 
Application. 

2) Stipulation of § 16 sec. 1 subsection g) of ZOPK on prohibition of picking plants does not apply in the II. 
and III. zone of nature conservation in National Park on agricultural management of owners and tenants of 
land and on picking of plants for personal use of persons with permanent residence in the National Park, 
unless the picked plants are subject to special conservation3) or picking in violation of conditions of nature 
preservation stipulated in § 5 of ZOPK. 

 
 
 
 

 
1) § 16 Sec. 1 subsection c), e) a f) of the Czech National Assembly Act No. 114/1992 Col., on preservation of nature and 

landscape, as amended 
2) 

e.g. Act No. 289/1995 Col., on forests, as amended, and Act No. 449/2001 Col., on game management, as amended 
3) 

Appendix II of the directive of Czech Ministry of Environment No. 395/1992 Col., which stipulates certain articles of the 

Czech National Assembly Act No. 114/1992 Col., on preservation of nature and landscape, as amended 
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Art. 3 
 

Movement of pedestrians and skiers 
 

1) Movement of pedestrians and skiers on tourist routes (standard marking of Czech Tourist Club, hereinafter 
only "CTC") for pedestrians and skiers is possible on the entire territory of the National Park. With regard to 
nature preservation (especially preservation of animal species, sensitive to disturbance) the sections of 
marked pedestrian and ski tourist routes, mentioned in Appendix No. 1 to this Measure of General 
Application, are accessible only in defined period of the year. These sections are clearly marked in terrain 
by information panels. 

2) Apart from the above mentioned marked routes, skiing is possible also on machine-treated circuits in the 
vicinity of municipalities (hereinafter only "skiing circuits"), which are not marked according to rules for 
standardized tourist marking of the CTC. All routes for cross-country skiing are schematically illustrated in 
the map appendix of this Measure of General Application, detailed maps are available for inspection at 
places specified in article 10 of this Measure of General Application. Information materials, published as 
part of the project Bílá stopa Šumava (www.bilastopa.cz) also serve for orientation of skiers. 
I. Movement of pedestrians outside pedestrian tourist routes is possible on the entire territory of the 

National Park, except the territory of zone I. of preservation of nature of the National Park. Movement of 

persons on skis outside skiing tourist routes and cross-country circuits is possible on the un-forested 

territory of the National Park only outside territories of zone of preservation of nature of the National Park. 

In forested areas, included in zone I of the preservation of nature of the National Park, movement on skis is 

possible only along marked tourist routes, in forested areas in zones II and II. of the preservation of nature 

of the National Park movement on skis is possible only on forest roads; entering forest growth is 

prohibited4). 

3) Visitors with dogs and other domestic animals have to maintain permanent control over their animals; 
movement of domestic animals may neither disturb free-living animals5) nor damage machine-treated cross-
country circuits. Movement of dogs on machine-treated cross-country circuits is possible only as 
accompaniment of handicapped persons, which cannot move without them. 

4) Entering a machine-treated strip with cross-country tracks, or for free style, is possible only by persons on 
skis, not pedestrian tourists, persons on snow-shoes, bicycles or on horse-back. When concurrent 
movement of skiers and pedestrians in certain sections is possible, relevant pictogram is placed at the 
beginning and the end of such sections. 

 

 

Art. 4 

Bicycle riding 

1) Bicycle riding within the National Park territory off roads and local communications is allowed only on 
routes and pathways designated by this Measure of General Application. With regard to nature 
preservation (especially preservation of animal species, sensitive to disturbance), certain sections of routes 
and pathways are accessible only in defined period of the year. These sections are clearly marked in 
terrain by information panels. 

2) The list of reserved routes and pathways on the National Park territory, including routes and pathways 

accessible only in a delimited period of the year, is included in Appendix No. 2 of this Measure of General 

Application. These routes and pathways are clearly marked in terrain by standardized marking of CTC. 

3) Limitation of Art. 3 applies to bicyclists. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4) § 20 sec. 1 subsection  j) of Act No. 289/1995 Col., on forests, as amended 
5) § 50 sec. 2 of the Czech National Assembly Act No. 114/1992 Col., on preservation of nature and landscape, as amended 
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Art. 5 
 

Water sports and conditions for navigation of selected sections of water courses 
 

1) Water sports can be performed only in sections of water courses reserved by this Measure of General 
Application, limited by the season, time of day, water level, type and number of vessels and by designating 
embarkation, disembarkation and resting points, marked for this purpose by information panels. On water 
courses Teplá Vltava and Vltava in the section Soumarský Most - bridge at Pěkná, water sports are also 
subject to paid registration. 

2) The list of reserved sections of water courses and specifications of limitations in individual sections are 
listed in Appendix No. 3 and for the section of Teplá Vltava and Vltava water courses from Soumarský 
Most - bridge at Pěkná in Appendix No. 4 to this Measure of General Application. 

3) Navigation of water courses is not allowed for persons under influence of alcohol or other addictive 

substances. 
 

 

Art. 6 
 

Movement of people on horse-back 
 

1) Movement on equestrian tourist routes (standard marking of Czech Tourist Club, hereinafter only "CTC") 
for people on horse-back is possible on the entire territory of the National Park. 

2) Outside equestrian routes is movement of persons on horse-back possible on the entire National Park 
territory except the area of zone I of preservation of nature of the National Park, in forests only along forest 
roads; riding into the growth on horse-back is forbidden4 

3) RIding on horse-back is also subject to limitations in Art. 
3. 

 

 

Art. 7 
 

Movement of persons through the former military training area Dobrá Voda 
 

Within the former Military Training Area Dobrá Voda it is forbidden do leave marked roads at the artillery target 
areas due to life and health hazards. These artillery target areas are marked by panel with signs 
"UNEXPLODED ORDNANCE, RISK OF DEATH!", placed on access roads and other suitable places on the 
border of these areas. 

 

 

Art. 8 
 

Camping and fire  
 

Camping and fire is allowed in built-up areas of municipalities or on locations marked as public camp-sites. 
Aside from these there are locations marked as bivouac areas throughout the entire National Park territory, 
which can be used to stay only for one night, between 18.00 to 09.00 without starting a fire. 

 

 

Art. 9 
 

Holding and organizing mass public events 
 

1) The following locations are reserved for the purposes of holding and organizing church mass public events: 

a) lot no. 2602/4 at Hůrecká kaple (building lot no. 2607), land registry Hůrka u Ţelezné Rudy, 
b) lot section ev. no. 4178/1 at the st. Vintíř chapel at Březník, land registry Prášily, 
c) lot section ev. no. 5206/1 at form. Hauswaldská chapel, land registry Srní II, 
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d) lot sections ev. no. 66/7, 123/3 and 184/3 at chapel at Bučina (building lot no. 67), land registry Bučina u 
Kvildy, 

e) lot sections ev. no. 31 and 29/3 at the former church on Kníţecí Pláně, land registry Kníţecí Pláně, 
f) area of the Calvary on lot no. 123/1 at the chapel of Anna, land registry Borová Lada, 

g) lot sections ev. no. 78 and 1083/2 at the location of former church, land registry České Ţleby, 
h) lot section ev. no. 866/1 at Stoţecká chapel (building lot no. 865), land registry České Ţleby, 
i) lot sections ev. no. 913 and 914 at Rosenauerova chapel on the Schwarzenberg navigation channel, 

land registry Nová Pec, 
j) lot section ev. no. 4527 area around Mešní chapel of st. Šebestián, land registry Prášily (former 

municipality Stodůlky), 
k) close surroundings of the renewed chapel of st. Martin on lot no. 4529, land registry Paště (former 

hamlet Zadní Paště). 
2) Church mass public events can be held and organized at locations listed in paragraph 1) between 09.00 

and 18.00. 

3) The built-up areas of municipalities or sites built specifically for these purposes, are reserved for holding 
and organizing mass public events and environmental education events. 

4) Other mass public events have to be held and organized in compliance with stipulations of § 43 ZOPK. 
 

 

Art. 10 
 

Education and public awareness in the National Park 
 

Information about the National Park are provided to visitors in information centers, at offices of NP 
administration and Šumava National Preserve, through nature wardens, field information installations, printed 
materials and at the National Park web site (www.npsumava.cz). In case of need of information on current 
weather conditions, or regulation or limiting measures, the information can be distributed through mass 
communication channels or other means. Educational routes, familiarizing visitors with natural and historic 
curiosities, are located throughout the National Park territory. 

 

 

Art. 11 

Justification 

The Visitors Code of the National Park is prepared on the grounds of authorization in § 19 Sec. 2 ZOPK, 
which stipulates, that the Visitors Code is issued by body for preservation of nature of the National Park through 
a Measure of General Application, and in § 78 Sec. 2 subsection c) ZOPK, which stipulates that the 
administrations will issue in their jurisdiction Measures of General Application, which introduce the National Park 
Visitors Code. 

§ 19 Sec. 1 ZOPK stipulates that within the territory of National Parks the entrance, driving and free 
movement of persons outside the built-up area and recreational and tourist activity of persons are limited. The 
conditions of this limitation and the list of tourist and recreational activities, which are prohibited, is stipulated by 
ZOPK and Visitors Codes. The mission of the National Park is the use of its territory for tourism and recreation, 
which doesn't damage the natural environment and therefore the bodies of preservation of nature issued this 
Visitors Code. Regarding the draft of the Act the body of natural preservation states. 

 

§ 16 Sec. 1 subsection g) of ZOPK permits utilization of the Visitors Code for different wording of this basic 
protective condition. The body of preservation of nature therefore used the legal provision in Art. 2 Sec. 2 of this 
Measure to enable the owners and tenants of land in zones II and III of preservation of nature of the Natural 
Park to manage the land and to enable persons permanently residing in the National Park to pick plants for their 
own consumption. 
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The provisions of Art. 3. of this Measure stipulate movement of pedestrians and persons on skis within the 
territory of the National Park with reference to Appendix No. 1 of this Measure of General Application, which 
lists sections of marked pedestrian and skiing tourist routes, accessible only in a limited period of the year due 
to preservation of animal species sensitive to disturbance. This concerns especially the wood grouse (Tatrao 
tetrix), for which the most critical period of the year with regard to disturbance is the period of mating, nesting, 
brooding and the winter period. 

The determination of accessibility of marked pedestrian and skiing tourist routes is based on knowledge of 

species' bionomics and distribution of individuals from the wood grouse and heath grouse population in the 

territory and it ensures, that the above mentioned species' populations are disturbed by the visitors of the 

National Park only in such periods of the year, when it is not, in the sense of the Act on preservation of nature 

and landscape, harmful. Spatial and time limitations of access are completely adopted from the previous 

Visitors Code, because this arrangement demonstrably ensures the necessary level of preservation of the 

population of the above mentioned species of birds, be it at the price of partial restriction of access of National 

Park visitors. 
 

Newly inserted paragraphs restrict the entry of visitors not equipped for cross-country skiing to machine-
treated strips, in order to ensure adequate and high-quality conditions for tourism and recreation, consistent with 
the mission of the National Park and not impairing the natural environment. 

The Act on preservation of nature and landscape also permits the use of the Visitors Code to delimit locations 

for activities, which are, according to Art. 16 ZOPK, prohibited outside locations delimited with permission of the 

body of preservation of nature. It particularly concerns stipulations of Art. 4 with reference to Appendix No. 2 of 

this Measure, which stipulates bicycle riding, where the body of preservation of nature took into account the fact, 

that these routes have been previously used in this way and they were delimited by previous Visitors Codes. The 

body of preservation of nature ale took into account that the delimitation of routes will not affect any natural 

habitats, because the routes are marked along current paved communications. The list of reserved routes and 

pathways, including routes and pathways accessible only in a delimited period of the year, is included in 

Appendix No. 2 of this Measure of General Application. Seasonal access to the above mentioned routes is 

determined in a similar way as in Art. 3 due to preservation of animal species, sensitive to disturbance. This is the 

same route, which is mentioned in Appendix No. 1, because it is both  pedestrian and skiing tourist route, as well 

as a bicycle riding route. 
The delimitation by the Visitors Code has been also applied in the Art. 5 of this Measure, which stipulates 

water sports, where the body of preservation of nature took into account especially the fact, that sections in 
question are particularly those sections of water courses previously used in this way and delimited by previous 
Visitors Codes, while the list of delimited sections and the specification of limitations in individual sections are 
listed for individual sections in Appendices No. 3 and No. 4 of this Measure of General Application. The reason 
for the delimitation of Teplá Vltava and Vltava water courses in the section Soumarský Most - bridge at Pěkná 
for water sports is included in detail below. 

The Art. 9 of this Measure of General Measure stipulates delimitation of locations for holding and organizing 
mass public events and the body of preservation of nature took into account especially the fact, that the 
concerned areas are mostly built-up areas or locations, where natural habitat has been affected and changed 
by humans before, or the habitats are no longer present in these locations. It has been also taken into account, 
that events mentioned in the Article are held traditionally and these activities does not impair natural 
environment. 

The Articles 6, 7 and 8 of this Measure of General Application are mostly informative in nature, including 

Article 10 on use of the National Park for education and awareness, included into the Measure by the body of 

preservation of nature in compliance with § 19 Sec. 3 ZOPK. 

The Article 12 of this Measure of General Application also contains stipulations on efficiency in order to 

maintain continuation with previous Visitors Code, which becomes ineffective on 30. 4. 

2013. The validity of the Visitors Code has been determined for an indefinite period of time, because the body 

of preservation of nature, after assessment of relevant factors, arrived to the conclusion, that in the course of 

several years the acceptable regime of visitors' movement has been verified, including the extent of possible 

activities, and resolution of issues associated with possible use of Teplá Vltava and Vltava between Soumarský 
most - bridge at Pěkná for water sports, with respect to possible impacts on habitats 
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of critically endangered species of pearl oyster and community of aquatic macrophyta, so the proven regime 
can be approved for an indefinite period of time. In case of discovered and proven damage of the environment 
due to movement and other activities of National Park visitors, it is possible to launch the procedure to amend 
this Measure of General Application based on internal or external suggestion. 

The territory of the National Park is part of Location of European Significance Šumava (national list of 
locations of European significance is established by the government decree No. 132/2005 Col. as amended by 
the government decree No. 371/2009 Col.) and Bird location Šumava (delimited by the government decree No. 
681/2004 Col.). The body of preservation of nature therefore also resolved the issue of possible significant 
impact of selected limited activities on beneficial condition of the subject of preservation or the integrity of 
Location of European significance Šumava and Bird location Šumava. The body of preservation of nature ruled 
out the significant impact in compliance with provisions of § 45i Sec. 1 ZOPK in case of delimitation of routes 
and pathways for bicycle riding by statement ref. SZ NPS 01099/2010/2 – NPS 01366/2010 of 10. 3. 2010 and 
in case of navigation of delimited sections of water courses of Vydra, Otava and Vltava in section Borová Lada - 
Polka, Lenora - Soumarský Most and bridge at Pěkná - Nová Pec by the statement ref. SZ NPS 01162/2010/2 – 
NPS 01369/2010 of 10. 3. 2010. The extent of bicycle routes and the regime of navigation of the above listed 
sections remains unchanged from 2011, so new assessment is not necessary. 

 

During delimitation of water courses Teplá Vltava and Vltava in section Soumarský Most - bridge at Pěkná 
for water sports the body of preservation of nature acted in compliance with the conclusion of determinative 

process at Regional office - Jihočeský region to the filed notice of intention "Navigation of Teplá Vltava in 
section Soumarský Most - bridge at Pěkná starting in 2013". The position was issued under ref. no. KUJCK 

12439/2013/OZZL, File ref. OZZL 7021/2013/kaper of 13. 3. 2013 in compliance with provision of Art. 7 of Act 

100/2001 Coll., on assessment of environmental impact and on amendment to some related acts (act on 

assessment of environmental impact), as amended (hereinafter referred to as “the EIA Act”) The competent 
authority concluded the determinative process with the conclusion, that the intent has no significant impact on 

environment and public health and therefore will not be assessed according to EIA, if the total of eight 

conditions, specified by the regional authority, is met: 

1. The regime of navigation of Teplá Vltava from 2013 will be included into the Visitors Code of Šumava 
National Park in precise wording of the 5B variant, included in the notice of intent, which has no significant 
negative impact on good condition of the subject of preservation of the Location of European significance 
Šumava and Bird location Šumava. The limit of number of boats (max. 7 boats/hour) and mandatory 
navigation with a guide according to var. 5B will form a binding part of the Visitors Code for the entire period 
of validity; amendments of this regime cannot be accepted without further assessment. 

2. The operator will provide training to guides regarding the compliance with optimal time schedule for 
navigation of individual groups, reference duration of stops etc. This schedule should guarantee fluent 
distribution of load (groups should not be intentionally merged, wait for other boats etc.). In case of meeting 
another group the guide will ensure the most considerate "passing", compliance with optimal route and 
preservation of valuable growth. The goal is the reduce risky situations, when in the course of navigation 
accumulation of boat groups on the water course occurs. Such situations have been documented by 
monitoring in 2011 and 2012, when groups without a guide markedly correlated with steep increase of 
number of floating fragments of macrophyta. 

3. To ensure maximum efficiency of the above mentioned measures, it is necessary to closely monitor 

(eventually penalise) breach of the Visitors Code, especially in zone I of the NP, by increasing patrolling, 

either by professional rangers or e.g. by a status of volunteer rangers and guides. Navigating persons have 

to be informed about eventual consequences of breach of Visitors Code (including breach of embarkation 

time, disobeying instructions of a guide etc.). Accumulation of vessels in the water course and unnecessary 

staying of boat crews on the route should be eliminated. Inspection should be performed especially in 

afternoon hours to conclude navigation at 20.00 at the latest and to prevent extension of the period of 

disturbance of species in zone I of the NP (e.g. otter, heath grouse etc.). 

4. It is necessary to monitor the impact of navigation on growth of aquatic macrophyta and on the entire 

ecosystem, to continue inventorying the population of pearl oyster in Teplá Vltava and to monitor its spread 
(including sub-adult individuals newly establishing in the surface layer of deposition). 
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5. To seek further complimentary measures, limiting accidental impacts during navigation without a guide. 

E.g.: establishing "boat crew educational trail", distribution of boat-crew guide or other measures improving 
the awareness of boat crews about interesting and important locations: protected fish areas (start, finish), 
recommendations, course of navigation. 

6. If in the following years the presence of young individuals of pearl oyster is documented even outside 
currently known locations, in compliance with the preservation program of the pearl oyster, PLA should be 
extended on the entire assessed section of fishing grounds of Vltava 33 P and Vltava 33 MP. 

7. Based on results of expert studies (Hruška 2003, Dort 2011, Švanyga et al. 2012) it is necessary to 
continue to introduce the following measures to increase the population and support of natural reproduction 

of pearl oysters in Teplá Vltava: 
a) implement the prepared project of revitalization of confluents suitable for support of brook trout and 

pearl oyster populations (Jedlový creek); 
b) to start artificial invasion of trouts by autochtonous population of pearl oysters and their introduction 

into the Teplá Vltava section between Soumarský Most - Dobrá; 
c) active cooperation with the city of Volary on improving the treatment of waste water, released into 

Volarský creek (e.g. participation on preparation of a project for water-treatment plant 

intensification). 

8. To monitor and assess, from the position of a body of preservation of nature, within competencies given by 

legislation in force, other potential contributions to accumulation of impacts on the beneficial condition of the 

habitat of pearl oysters [e.g. functionality and compliance with operational rules of water treatment plants, 

eventually requirements on new water treatment plants, planned as part of development of communities in 

the particular basin, impact of winter maintenance ("salination") of roads in the basin etc.] 

In compliance with prescribed condition No. 1, the chart of parameters of navigation variant 5B has been 

accepted unchanged into the Visitors Code, forming Appendix No. 4 of this Measure of General Application. 
 

The intent of issue of a new Visitors Code has been published, as per valid legislation, in the newly proposed 
wording through public notice, the proposal has been discussed with the Regional authority - Jihočeský region, 
which agreed with the proposal by notice ref. no. KUJCK 18096/2013/OZZL, File Ref.: OZZL 18095/2013/jahon 
of 8. 4. 2013 (included in file file ref. SZ NPS 02003/2013/3 - NPS 02659/2013 of 8. 4. 2013). The proposal has 
been discussed with representatives of communities, delegated into the NP Šumava Committee and after the 
discussion on meeting of the NP Šumava Committee, held on 5th April 2013, and after introduction of 
comments and proposals, which arose from the discussion of the proposal, it has been accepted by a majority 
of votes in the resolution No. 6 Published wording of the Measure of General Application matches the text, 
which has been approved after amendments by the resolution of NP Šumava Committee. 

The public raised only one comment to the published proposal, in which Mgr. Ivana Mergerová proposed to 
include prohibition of movement of motor quadbikes outside of roads on the entire territory of the National Park. 

Because this issue is stipulated in the § 16 Sec. 1 subsection d) ZOPK, where the entry and stay of motor 
vehicles off roads and local communications and locations reserved with the consent of the body of preservation 

of nature is prohibited, it is not necessary and impossible repeatedly include the same into the Visitors Code. 

The body of preservation of nature did not receive any objection of property owners, in the sense of § 172 
Sec. 5 of the administration code, therefore no decision on objections has been necessary. 

 

 

Art. 12 

Effectiveness 

This Measure of General Application comes into force in compliance with § 173 Sec. 1 of the administrative code 
on the 1st May 2013 and is valid for an indefinite period of time. 
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Art. 13 

Instruction 

The Measure of General Application and its justifications, in compliance with § 173 Sec. 1 of the administration 
code, is available for inspection to anyone at the administrative body, which issued the Measure of General 
Application. It is not possible to file an appeal against Measure of General Application, in compliance with Art. 
173 Sec. 2 of the administrative code. 

 

 
 
 

Official stamp 
 

 
 
 

RNDr. Václav Braun 

Head of Department of State 

Administration, Administration of 

NP and PLA Šumava 
 

 
 
 
 

List of Appendices, which form an integral part of this Measure of General Application: 

1. Sections of marked pedestrian and skiing tourist routes accessible only in a limited period of the year. 

2. List of reserved routes and trails for bicycle riding. 

3. List of reserved sections of water courses and specification of limitations in particular sections. 

4. Summary table of limitations of water sports on water courses Teplá Vltava and Vltava in the section 
Soumarský Most - bridge at Pěkná. 

5. Map Appendix of Skiing route, part west and south. 
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Appendix No. 1 
 

Sections of marked pedestrian tourist routes accessible only between 
 

15. 7. and 15. 11.: 
 

1) Frantův most - fork Poledník 

2) fork Poledník - Javoří slať - fork Tmavý potok 

3) Luzenské Valley 
 

 
 
 

Sections of marked pedestrian and skiing tourist routes accessible only between 
 

15. 7. and 15. 3.: 
 

1) Horní Ţdánidla - Zlatý stoleček - Laka lake 

2) fork Pod Smrčinou - fork Pod Hraničníkem 
 

 
 
 

Sections of marked pedestrian and skiing tourist routes accessible only between 
 

15. 5. and 15. 3.: 
 

1) branch from route Dolní Cazov – Mlaka (south from fork Dolní Cazov) – state border in vicinity of 

the border marker No. 4/3 
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Appendix No. 2 
 

List of reserved routes and trails for bicycle riding: 
 

1) Debrník - fork Zámecký les - Pod Polomem - Hůrka - Vysoké Lávky 

2) fork Zámecký les - Pod Sklářským vrchem - Gerlova Huť 
3) fork at Gerlovy Huti - Nad Pošťákem - Grádl 
4) Gerlova Huť - Nová Hůrka (bicycle trail) 
5) Vysoké Lávky - Prášily - Velký Bor - Srní Mosau (bicycle trail) 
6) Nová Hůrka - Hůrka - Laka lake 

7) fork Ascherlak (Popelní domky) - Nová Polomská - fork Below Vlčí jámy 

8) above Stará Huť (branch from road) - Vysoký Hřbet - Rovina 

9) Velký Bor - Stodůlky - fork At Malý Babylon 

10) Prášily - fork Horní Ţdánidla - Gsenget - state border GFR 

11) fork Horní Ţdánidla - Horní Ţdánidla 

12) fork Gruberg - fork Slunečná - fork Liščí díry - bicycle parking lot below Prášilské jezero 

13) fork Slunečná - Nová Studnice 

14) fork Liščí díry - Předěl - fork Poledník - Poledník (view tower) 
15) fork Bavorská cesta - Předěl 
16) Velký Bor - Nová Studnice - Javoří Pila - Rybárna - Modrava 

17) Javoří Pila - fork Pod Oblíkem - Tříjezerní slať - fork Schätzův les 

18) Tříjezerní slať - Rybárna 

19) fork Pod Oblíkem - fork Hakešická cesta (Hakešická cesta) 
20) Srní (hotel Vydra) - Sedlo - along Vchynicko-Tetovský channel - Mosau - fork Navigation channel - 

fork Below Kostelní vrch - fork Hakešická cesta - fork Schätzův les - Rokyta - along Vchynicko-

Tetovský channel - Hradlový most (Rechle) 
21) fork Navigation channel - along yellow MTR - Staré Srní 
22) Staré Srní - fork Below Kostelní vrch - former Hauswaldská kaple 

23) Modrava - Klostermannovy školky - Filipova Huť 
24) Modrava - fork Na Ztraceném - Březník 

25) fork Na Ztraceném - fork Ptačí nádrţ - fork Černohorská nádrţ - Filipova Huť 
26) Filipova Huť (Korýtko) - Horská Kvilda 

27) Horská Kvilda - fork Ranklov - U tří jedlí - Zhůří 
28) fork Ranklov - Zlatá Studna 

29) Kvilda - Prameny Vltavy - fork At Vltava head 

30) fork At Vltava head - Pod Stráţí - fork to Bučinská cesta (Stráţní cesta) 
31) fork Ptačí nádrţ - Černá hora - fork U pramene Vltavy 

32) Kvilda - Bučina - state border GFR (Bučinská cesta) 
33) at fork Pod Hůrkou - Olšinka - Františkov (Mokřinská cesta) 
34) Svinná Lada - U Fastnerů - Nové Hutě (Pod Zvěřínem) 
35) Borová Lada - Kníţecí Pláně (Pláňská cesta) 
36) fork Pláňské and Vlasaté cesty - fork Vlasaté and Bučinské cesty (Vlasatá seta) 
37) fork Bučinské a Ţidovské cesty - fork Ţidovské a Pláňské cesty (Ţidovská cesta) 
38) fork Stráţní and Vlčí cesty - along red MTR - Bučina (Vlčí cesta) 
39) Bučina - along blue MTR - Furik - Kníţecí Pláně - fork Ţďárecké sedýlko - Ţďárecké jezírko - fork U 

Pískovny - fork Pod Homolí - Stráţný 

40) fork Ţďárecké sedýlko - along blue MTR - fork Nová Polka - Polka (Střední cesta) 
41) fork Pod Homolí - fork Nová Polka (Kohoutí cesta) 
42) fork U Pískovny - fork Nad Točnou - fork Nad Horními Světlými Horami - Světlé Hory - fork 

Stráţný „Na Kapličce“ - Stráţný 

43) Dolní Silnice - Dolní Cazov - Pod Ţlebským vrchem - Mlaka - Krásná Hora - V Podkově - Nové Údolí 
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44) Krásná Hora - fork Horní Krásnohorské cesty and Kostelní cesty - Stoţec 

45) České Ţleby - Kamenná Hlava - Mlaka - Mechový potok (state border GFR) 
46) Dolní Cazov - fork below Radvanovicemi (branch from road) 

47) Hliniště - fork Salzerův mlýn - fork Zelená cesta - fork Volarské šance (Zelená cesta) 
48) České Ţleby (branch from road) - Stoţecká luka - fork Pod Stoţeckou kaplí - Pod 

Stoţečkem - Dobrá 

49) Dobrá (fork U Potoka) - Stoţecká luka - Stoţecká luka (U Lávky) - Stoţec 

50) Stoţec - fork Oslí cesta - Nové Údolí - state border GFR 

51) Nová Pec - railroad station Pěkná - Černý Kříţ - Stoţec (Vltavská cesta) 
52) Pěkná - railroad station Pěkná 

53) fork Oslí cesta - fork Ministerka and Oslí cesta (Oslí cesta) 
54) Stoţec - Rohanova cesta - fork Ministerky and Tovární cesty - fork Ministerky and Bonarovy cesty 

- Bonarova cesta - Stoţec (Stoţecký okruh) 
55) Nové Údolí – Rosenauerův pomník - along Schwarzenberg Navigation Channel - fork Stocký 

potok - fork Ministerka and Oslí cesta - Jelení Vrchy - fork Jezerní smyk - fork Rossbach - fork 

Raškov - Raškov (Pastviny) 
56) fork Hučina - fork U Stříšky - Plešné jezero 

57) Černý Kříţ - fork Tunel Horní Portal (Hučická cesta) 
58) fork U Rosenauerova lesa - along Jezerní smyk - fork Jezerní smyk 

59) Říjiště - fork Jezerní stezka - fork U Rosenauerova lesa - fork U Stříšky 

60) fork Ministerky and Tovární cesty - fork Tovární and Hučické cesty (Tovární cesta) 
61) fork Ministerky and Bonarovy cesty - fork Ministerka and Oslí cesta (Ministerka) 

62) fork Rossbach - along yellow MTR - fork Jezerní potok (Lávka) 
63) railroad station Ovesná - Jelení Vrchy (Idina cesta) 
64) Nová Pec - fork Raškov 

65) fork Rossbach - fork Koňský potok - Říjiště - state border with Austria (Rakouská cesta) 
66) fork Koňský potok - fork Nad Raškovem - fork Novopecký potok 

 

 
 
 

List of reserved routes and trails for bicycle riding accessible only 
 

in the period between 15.7. and 15.11.: 
 

1) Horní Ţdánidla - Zlatý stoleček - Laka lake 
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Appendix No. 3 
 

Listo of reserved sections of water courses and specification of limitations in particular sections: 

 
 

Water
cours
e 

 

Section reserved 
for navigation 

Permitted 

navigation 

period 

Permitted 

daily hours 

for navigation 

Water level approved for 

navigation 1) 

 

Types of 
vessels 

 

Number of vessels 2) 
 

Embarkation and 
disembarkation 
points 

 

Resting points 

 
Vydra 

 
Modrava - Antýgl 

15.03. - 31.05. 
only on 
Saturdays and 
Sundays 

 
8:00 - 18:00 

 
unlimited 

 

canoes and 
kayaks only 

 
unlimited 

Modrava, Hradlový 
most (Rechle), 

Antýgl 

 

 

Otava 
Čeňkova Pila - 
Rejštejn 

 

15.03. - 31.10. 
 

8:00 - 20:00 
 

unlimited 
 

unlimited 
 

unlimited 
Čeňkova Pila, 
disembarkation 
outside NP 

 

Paulina louka 

 

 
 
 

Vltava 

 

Borová Lada - 
Polka 

15.03. - 31.05. 

only on 

Saturdays and 

 
8:00 - 18:00 

 

unlimited 
 

canoes and 

kayaks only 

 
unlimited 

Borová Lada, 
Zahrádky, Polka 

 

Lenora - 
Soumarský Most 

01.05. - 31.10. 8:00 - 20:00 45 cm and above (water 
gauge Soumarský most) 

canoes and 
kayaks only 

 

unlimited 
Lenora, Soumarský 
Most 

 

bridge at Pěkná 
- Nová Pec 

01.05. - 31.10. 8:00 - 20:00  

unlimited canoes and 

kayaks only 

 

unlimited bridge at 

Pěkná, Nová 
 

1) The stated water levels are marked by lines on staff gauge at Soumarský Most on the bridge pillar. The level on the water staff gauge on the given day is decisive for determination of the water level. 

at 08.00 o'clock. Notification, that the following day a condition preventing navigation of the respective section may occur, will be issued when the water level drops below 47cm, 52cm respectively. 

2) The vessel registration for navigation of the Soumarský Most - bridge at Pěkná section is performed through the Internet registration system or during the permitted navigation period at the starting point 

at Soumarský Most (if vacancies exist). Prior to navigation of reserved section, each registered vessel at the embarkation point at Soumarský Most will be 

issued unique registration mark, which will be used to document compliance with Art. 5 Sec. 1 of this Measure of General Application regarding registration, in case of possible inspection. 
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Appendix No. 4 
 

Table of navigation rules for Teplá Vltava and Vltava between Soumarský Most - bridge at Pěkná - Variant 5B 

 
 

Section 
reserved 

for 
navigation 

 
Permitted 
navigation 

period 

Permitted 

daily hours 

for 

navigation 
1) 

 

 

Water level approved for 

navigation 2) 

 

 
Types of 
vessels 

 

 
Number of vessels 3) 

 
Embarkatio

n and 
disembark

ation 
points 

 

 
Resting points 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Soumarský 
Most - 

bridge at 

Pěkná 

 

 

01.05. - 
31.5. 
Sat, 
Sun, 
holidays 

 

 
 

8:00 - 20:00 

 
50 – 61cm 
(water gauge at Soumarský 
Most) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

canoes and 
kayaks only 

Up to 7 registered vessels per hour (i.e. max 63 

vessels a day) + guide (groups of up to 5 boats 

included do not need a guide) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Soumarský 
Most, bridge 
at Pěkná 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bridge at Dobrá, 
Chlumský most, 
confluence of 
Teplá and 
Studená Vltava 

Over 61cm 
(water gauge at Soumarský 
Most) 

Up to 20 registered vessels per hour (i.e. max 
180 vessels a day) 

 

 
 

01. 06. – 30. 
06. 

 

 
 

8:00 - 20:00 

 
50 – 61cm 
(water gauge at Soumarský 
Most) 

Up to 7 registered vessels per hour (i.e. max 63 

vessels a day) + guide (groups of up to 5 boats 

included do not need a guide) 

Over 61cm 
(water gauge at Soumarský 
Most) 

Up to 20 registered vessels per hour (i.e. max 
180 vessels a day) 

 

 
 

01.07. – 31. 
08. 

 

 
 

8:00 - 20:00 

 
50 – 61cm 
(water gauge at Soumarský 
Most) 

Up to 7 registered vessels per hour (i.e. max 63 

vessels a day) + guide (groups of up to 5 boats 

included between 14.00 - 16.00 do not need a 

guide) 

Over 61cm 
(water gauge at Soumarský 
Most) 

Up to 20 registered vessels per hour (i.e. max 
180 vessels a day) 

 

 
01.09. - 
31.10. 

 

 
8:00 - 20:00 

 
50 – 61cm 

(water gauge at Soumarský 
Most) 

Up to 7 registered vessels per hour (i.e. max 63 

vessels a day) + guide (groups of up to 5 boats 

included do not need a guide) 

Over 61cm 
(water gauge at Soumarský 
Most) 

Up to 20 registered vessels per hour (i.e. max 
180 vessels a day) 

1) Time of start for individual registered boats (groups) is 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 13:00, 14:00, 15:00 and 16:00 with 15 minutes tolerance after designated time 

2) The stated water levels are marked by lines on staff gauge at Soumarský Most on the bridge pillar. The level on the water gauge staff on the given day at 08.00 is decisive for determination of the 

water level. Notification, that the following day a condition preventing navigation of the respective section may occur, will be issued when the water level drops below 52cm. 

3) The vessel registration for navigation of the Soumarský Most - bridge at Pěkná section is performed through the Internet registration system or during the permitted navigation period 

 at the starting point at Soumarský Most (if vacancies exist). Each registered vessel will be issued an unique registration tag at the starting point at Soumarský Most prior to navigation of the 
specified section. The tags is used upon eventual inspection to document compliance with sect. 5 and this Measure of General Application 

regarding registration. 
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Appendix No. 5 
Map Appendix: Skiing route, part west and south 
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